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Abstract. The back focal plane �BFP� intensity pattern from a high-
aperture objective separately maps far- and near-field emission from
dipoles near a bare glass or metal-film-coated glass/aqueous interface.
Total internal reflection �TIR� excitation of a fluorescent sample gave a
BFP pattern interpreted in terms of fluorescent dipole orientation and
distance from the interface. Theoretical consideration of this system
led to identification of emission characteristics that remove a dipole
orientation degeneracy in conventional microscope fluorescence po-
larization measurements. BFP pattern inspection removes the degen-
eracy. Alternatively, a BFP mask blocking a small fraction of emitted
light in a standard imaging microscope prevents uniform collection of
the BFP intensity and also eliminates the degeneracy. The BFP pattern
from a single photoactivated photoactivatable green fluorescent pro-
tein �PAGFP� tagged myosin in a muscle fiber was observed despite
the large background light from the highly concentrated myosin
tagged with unphotoactivated PAGFP. This was accomplished by im-
aging the pattern from a nontelecentric plane, where most of the
background intensity’s pattern was translated laterally from the single-
molecule object’s pattern. TIR/BFP pattern imaging requires a simple
alteration of the fluorescence microscope and is consistent with
single-molecule imaging in a fluorophore dense three-dimensional
object like a muscle fiber. © 2009 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
�DOI: 10.1117/1.3155520�

Keywords: total internal reflection; surface plasmon resonance; near-field; evanes-
cent emission; single-molecule imaging; photoactivated green fluorescent protein;
dipole orientation; muscle fiber myosin cross-bridge.
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Introduction

luorescent markers are highly sensitive, potentially single-
olecule, detectors used in cells, tissues, and other biological

pecimens. They can identify and characterize low abundance
ubstrates in the visible wavelengths where biological speci-
ens have low autofluorescence and where marker fluores-

ence is efficiently collected in a microscope objective. They
re also direction sensors due to the electric dipole–mediated
xcitation and fluorescence-coupled decay. The electric dipole
s nominally fixed in the molecular frame of the fluorophore
hat is likewise fixed relative to the substrate. Absorption and
uorescence emission from the dipole is recognized to obey
bsorption probability and emitted intensity angular distribu-
ion rules leading to deduction of probe orientation from col-
ected polarized fluorescence intensities.

The fluorescence microscope is an imaging instrument pro-
ucing a real image of the fluorescence source at a light de-
ector. Nevertheless, accurate spatial representation of the
uorescent source might be secondary to efficient light detec-

ion in some applications although resolution and light detec-

ddress all correspondence to Thomas P. Burghardt, Mayo Clinic Rochester,
00 First St. SW, Rochester, MN 55905. Tel: 507-284-8120; Fax: 507-284-9349;
-mail: burghardt@mayo.edu.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 034036-
tion efficiency tend to improve together with increasing nu-
merical aperture �NA� of the microscope objective. A single-
molecule fluorescence polarization application in which the
sources are sufficiently separated or selectively activated only
needs microscope collection efficiency.1,2 In this case, an im-
age of the objective back focal plane �BFP� light intensity
distribution contains all the dipole orientation information in a
pattern that is interpretable by inspection.3,4

The fluorescence microscope is an efficient emitted light-
collecting instrument that can also perturb the emission inten-
sity angular distribution that we wish to measure. The pertur-
bation is complex in a microscope utilizing total internal
reflection excitation �TIR�. In TIR microscopy, excitation
light impinges on a glass/aqueous interface from the glass
side at angles beyond critical angle for TIR. The light totally
reflects and remains inside the glass substrate except for an
evanescent layer of excitation energy in the aqueous phase
that decays exponentially in the direction normal to the inter-
face. The evanescent excitation excites fluorescence from the
sample in the aqueous phase in a region within �100 nm of
the interface. At this short distance, the interface alters the
emission angular pattern and total emitted energy of the fluo-

1083-3668/2009/14�3�/034036/8/$25.00 © 2009 SPIE
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ophore as described by Hellen and Axelrod.5 The interface
onverts emitter dipole nonpropagating �near-field� into
ropagating �far-field� energy density collected by the
igh-NA objective. Additionally, the high-NA collecting lens
ntermingles emitter linear polarization components again pre-
ictably perturbing the emission angular pattern.6 To varying
egrees, both effects enrich the information content of the
FP pattern and complicate its quantitative interpretation.

Here we describe efforts to calculate and observe the two-
imensional BFP emission pattern for a high-NA microscope
bjective. Patterns were observed under TIR illumination of
are glass/aqueous and glass/thin-aluminum-film/aqueous in-
erfaces. Samples observed included fluorescent nanospheres
nd single photoactivatable green fluorescent proteins
PAGFP� tagged myosin light chains exchanged onto myosin
ross-bridges in skeletal muscle fibers. The latter is an inter-
sting biological application on crowded proteins, where
mission from a single brightly fluorescent probe competes
ith background from many more probes in the low-
uorescence state.2 Our results show good agreement between
bserved and calculated patterns for the fluorescent nano-
phere sample where sample intensity dominates the pattern.
n contrast, while single photoactivated PAGFPs in the muscle
ber sample create a distinctive image even while embedded

n background from unphotoactivated PAGFPs, the BFP pat-
ern for the photoactivated PAGFP is much less distinctive.
y collecting the BFP pattern at a nontelecentric plane, we
an partially separate the single-molecule BFP pattern from
he background BFP pattern. The latter method made possible
qualitative interpretation of probe dipole orientation and has
otential for further development.

Methods
.1 Chemicals
arboxylate-modified fluorescent microspheres were pur-
hased from Molecular Probes �Eugene, Oregon�. Adenosine
riphosphate �ATP�, dithiothreitol �DTT�, and phenylmethane-
ulfonyl fluoride �PMSF� were from Sigma Chemical �St.
ouis, Missouri�. All chemicals were analytical grade or ul-

rapure, if available.

.2 Solutions
igor solution contains 10 mM imidazole, 2.5 mM ethylene
lycol bis��-aminoethyl ether�-N,N,N� ,N�-tetraacetic acid,
.2 mM Mg acetate, 130 mM potassium propionate, 0.2 mM
MSF, 0.8 �g /mL leupeptin, and 1 mM DTT.

.3 Sample Preparations
abbit psoas muscle fibers were prepared, and the native
yosin regulatory light chain �RLC� exchanged with PAGFP-

agged human cardiac RLC �HCRLC-PAGFP� as described.1,2

Red-orange carboxylate-modified fluorescent spheres had
0 nm diam and excitation/emission maxima at 565 /580.
phere concentrations were computed using the formula from

he manufacturer and diluted in rigor buffer. We used 108-fold
ilutions from stock giving sphere concentration of 1.4
1019 spheres /mL. All experiments were conducted at room

emperature.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 034036-
2.4 Coverslip Preparation
Clean No. 1 glass coverslips were sonicated for 10 min in
ethanol then plasma cleaned �Harrick Plasma, Ithaca, New
York� for 15–30 min. Plasma-cleaned coverslips were ready
for use in the bare glass interface experiments. Plasma-
cleaned coverslips were also thin aluminum �Al� film coated
by thermal vacuum evaporation at the Mayo Electron Micro-
scope Facility. In some instances, film deposition was limited
to half of the coverslip’s top surface by partially covering one
coverslip with another during vacuum evaporation. The result
was an abrupt edge to the film as viewed in the light micro-
scope. Aluminum film depth was measured with atomic force
microscopy by scanning the tip over the edge in the partially
aluminized coverslip. Aluminum film depth was estimated to
be 20–30 nm.

2.5 Sample Chamber Preparation
Bare glass or Al-coated coverslips were placed on a �1
�3�-in. brass slide with a large hole cut out, permitting the
objective from the inverted microscope to contact the cover-
slip through immersion oil. The Al-coated coverslips had the
metal side up. A watertight chamber was constructed on top of
the coverslip as described.7 The chamber contained either a
suspension of nanospheres or a muscle fiber. Nanospheres
settled from suspension onto the coverslip, where some of
them adsorbed strongly enough to remain after washing out
free nanospheres with rigor buffer. Adsorbed spheres were
often aggregates with varying emitted intensities. BFP images
were from microsphere aggregates.

2.6 TIR Fluorescence BFP Microscopy
The inverted microscope �Olympus IX71� setup was de-
scribed previously.1 Excitation 488 or 514 nm light from an
argon-ion laser is focused on the BFP of a 1.45-NA objective
and incident from the glass side of a glass/aqueous interface at
angles greater than critical angle for TIR, �c�61.6 deg �see
Fig. 1�. Although light is totally reflected, an evanescent field
created in the water medium and decaying exponentially with
distance from the interface, excites fluorophores within
�100 nm of the surface.8 The p-polarized incident light has
electric field polarization in the incidence plane and produces
an elliptically polarized evanescent electric field. Evanescent

Oil

BFP

Coverslip
Muscle FiberSolution

θc

Silicone Grease

Dichroic
Mirror

Spacer
1.45 NA Objective

Laser

Excitation
Aperture

L

θspr

Fig. 1 Lens L focuses 488 or 514 nm of light from an argon-ion laser
at the BFP of a 1.45 NA oil-immersion objective. The light is incident
from the glass side of the glass/aqueous or glass/metal-film/aqueous
interface at angles greater than critical angle, �c�61.6 deg, or equal
to the surface plasmon resonance angle, �spr�64.6 deg. The excita-
tion aperture reduces the illuminated area in the sample plane.
May/June 2009 � Vol. 14�3�2
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ntensity is predominantly polarized normal to the interface.9

he s-polarized incident light has electric field polarization
erpendicular to the incidence plane that is continuous across
he interface. In the presence of the metal film, the laser pen-
trates the interface and creates an evanescent field only when
ncident at the surface plasmon resonance angle, �spr

64.6 deg �see Fig. 1�. P-polarized incident light penetrates
he interface while s-polarized light is mostly reflected. Ex-
eriments with green fluorescent protein �GFP�-tagged muscle
bers use reduced illumination area on the fiber surface ac-
omplished with the laser diameter reducing aperture shown
n Fig. 1.

Fluorescent spheres or HCRLC-PAGFP exchanged muscle
bers in aqueous buffer solution make contact with the TIR-
upporting glass or metal-film substrate and are illuminated
y the evanescent field. Excited fluorescence is collected by
he objective and spectrally filtered using a rhodamine �fluo-
escent spheres� or fluorescein �GFP-tagged fibers� filter set.
igure 2 shows the optical setup.

The BFP lies within the Olympus objective and is not
eadily accessible, hence, we image the intensity pattern at the
FP from a sample plane �SP� between the BFP and tube lens

TL�. Imaging an object at SP �light double arrow� rather than
he BFP changes the image size at the CCD plane. SP is not
elecentric, implying an object displaced laterally changes the
osition of its intensity pattern at SP �the pattern at a telecen-
ric plane is not translated when the object moves laterally�.
ll experiments were conducted with the object at the center
f the field. A single molecule from a muscle fiber was cen-
ered in the field, but most of the background fluorescence
as intentionally displaced from the center likewise displac-

ng its BFP pattern at SP. The background BFP pattern dis-
lacement enhances our ability to separately identify BFP pat-
erns for the single molecule and background. The removable
ens �RL� is positioned to form a real image of SP at the CCD
lane by placing a translucent ruler at SP and adjusting RL
osition until a real image of it is formed at the CCD plane.
he RL is conveniently removable �indicated in Fig. 2 by the

wo-directional arrow� to facilitate conversion between BFP
nd normal imaging.

BFP TL CCDRL

OP fTLSPOBJ fTL

ig. 2 Optical setup for conventional and BFP pattern imaging. The
bject �black arrow� is at the object plane �OP�, OBJ is objective, SP is
he plane where the BFP pattern �double arrow� is observed, TL is tube
ens, RL is a removable lens, CCD is the image plane for the camera,
nd fTL is the tube lens focal length. Light emitted by the object at OP
merges from the back of the objective in parallel rays. RL is remov-
ble �bidirectional arrow� to facilitate BFP �RL in� or object �RL out�
maging.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 034036-
2.7 Emission Near an Interface
When a dipolar is near a conducting or dielectric planar inter-
face, the radiated fields are significantly altered.5 An emitting
fluorophore has a dipolar emission field that is the superposi-
tion of propagating transverse waves forming the far-field and
nonpropagating longitudinal �evanescent� waves forming the
near field. The near field is not detected unless perturbed by a
nearby interface creating detectable propagating transverse
waves. Converted near-field propagating waves appear in the
glass medium at angles beyond �c for the dielectric interface
or at �spr for the metal-coated interface. We refer to either
emission mode as supercritical angle fluorescence �SAF�.10

Oil immersion objectives with NA�1.3 capture SAF. Sub-
critical angle fluorescence �UAF� is from far-field emission.
Figure 3 shows emission near a bare glass �left� or metal-film
�right� interface and indicates the critical angle, �c, and sur-
face plasmon resonance �SPR� angle, �spr. The objective lens
subtends a polar angle appropriate for a NA=1.45 objective.

The interface also affects total radiated power. Hellen and
Axelrod pointed out that, for a fluorophore under steady illu-
mination, the dissipated power must equal the absorbed
power, implying that a fixed power, rather than a fixed ampli-
tude, dipole radiator is the appropriate model for probe emis-
sion near an interface.5 An important consequence of the
power normalization is that the metal film totally quenches
fluorescence from probes within �10 nm of the interface.
Hellen and Axelrod also pointed out conditions where reflec-
tion coefficients for the conducting interface need to incorpo-
rate nonlocal effects due to the dipole’s near-field coupling to
surface waves whose wavelengths do not satisfy the condition
of being much greater that the mean free path of conducting
electrons in the metal. They use reflection coefficients derived
from quasistatic semiclassical infinite barrier �SCIB� theory.11

The SCIB correction, inserted when large wavenumber radial
waves of the dipole’s near-field contribute to energy dissipa-
tion, is largest for dipoles very near to the metal film
��5 nm� and affects total power dissipated by the dipole.

The high-NA collection of light in a microscope objective
mixes light contributions from emitter dipole Cartesian com-
ponents due to the collection of light from a large solid angle
surrounding the dipole. The Cartesian dipole moments pro-
duce differently polarized light that is combined by the objec-

Water

Glass

Z

SAF
TIR Laser

θc

μ

Subcritical Angle Fluorescence

Metal
Film

x

objective

BFP

θspr

Fig. 3 Far- and near-field emission from dipole � transmits the inter-
face and propagates into the glass medium at angles beyond critical
angle, �c, for the dielectric interface or at the SPR angle, �spr, for the
metal-coated interface. SAF is supercritical angle fluorescence refer-
ring to any near-field light that propagates into the region defined by
���c. The objective lens drawn subtends a solid angle appropriate for
a NA=1.45 objective. The BFP and laser beam for TIR excitation are
also shown.
May/June 2009 � Vol. 14�3�3
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ive such that their individual contributions cannot be sepa-
ated using an analyzing polarizer. Separating the
ontributions into the Cartesian components of the dipole mo-
ent is the basis for fluorescence polarization measurement of

ipole orientation. Axelrod described the solution to the prob-
em in a homogeneous medium.6

We address the probe emission perturbation by the inter-
ace and the complications for polarized light collection by a
igh NA objective in the dipolar emission intensity from
ingle probes. Our computations give the two-dimensional in-
ensity pattern in the objective BFP for comparison to experi-

ent and show the effect of probe orientation on the pattern.
Computation and display of BFP intensity patterns were

erformed using software written for Mathematica �version
.0, Wolfram Research, Champaign, Illinois�.

Results
.1 Two-Dimensional BFP Intensity
dipole in aqueous medium near to a bare glass or metal-

lm-coated glass interface emits light part of which transmits

MA

x

y

θp

φp

μ

z

φ

θ

BFP

z0

f no sinθ

objective

AP

SP

u

v

x

y

FS

s

ig. 4 The spatial relationship of the dipole moment �, interface �xy
lane�, objective, BFP, sample plane �SP�, pattern mask �MA�, filter set
FS�, and analyzing polarizer �AP�. The bare glass or metal-film-
oated glass side of the interface lies in the z
0 half-plane and the
queous side in the z�0 half-plane. The u- and v-auxiliary lines lie in
he xy plane. Dipole � is at the focal point of the objective with z-axis
osition z0 and orientation in the microscope fixed frame given by
�p ,�p�. Heavy arrows delineate an emitted light ray path. The ray is
ncident on the objective with propagation vector s and emerges in
mage space at distance fno sin � from the z-axis, where f is the objec-
ive focal length and no is the refractive index for the objective and
mmersion oil. Coordinates �fno sin � ,�� define the observation point
t the BFP or SP.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 034036-
to the glass side and is collected by the objective. Figure 4
shows the spatial relationship of the dipole moment, interface,
objective, BFP, SP, pattern mask �MA�, filter set �FS�, and
analyzing polarizer �AP�.

Heavy arrows delineate an emitted light ray path. It leaves
the dipole, refracts at the interface and at the objective, then
emerges in image space propagating parallel to the z-axis. The
ray is incident on the objective with propagation vector s and
emerges in image space at distance fno sin � from the z-axis,
where f is the objective focal length and no is the objective
and immersion-oil refractive index. Coordinates �fno sin � ,��
define the observation point at the BFP. We computed the
intensity at SP using the method outlined previously1 and
based on the original work of Hellen and Axelrod.5

A fluorescent object translated laterally from the center of
the visual field produces the BFP pattern like the centered
object implying multiple single molecules in the field produce
a summed BFP pattern. The pattern image at SP however is
translated with object translation. The translated image is ap-
proximated using a coordinate transformation that accounts
for the changed light collection geometry but not for the
changed light refraction at the objective. The latter would be
needed to interpret the translated BFP pattern quantitatively.

An object translated a lateral distance L from at the visual
field center is one focus of an ellipse with the other focus at
the visual field center. The semimajor axis �a� and eccentric-
ity �e� for the ellipse are

a = �1

2
L + NA f� and e =

L

2a
. �1�

Electric fields computed for the object in ��� ,��� coordinates
were expressed in coordinates fixed in the visual field center
�� ,�� using the following relationships:

tan �� =
r sin �

L + r cos �
r =

a�1 − e2�
1 + e cos �

tan��� −
	

2
� =

r cos	� − ��
tan�� −
	

2
�

L cos �� + r cos	� − ��

�2�

for r the ellipse radius measured from the visual field center
focus.

Computed BFP intensity patterns are averaged over square
regions to imitate pixilation by a CCD camera. Pixels corre-
spond to 6.45�6.45 �m2 regions in image space as appro-
priate for our CCD camera �Hamamatsu, Orca ER�.

Figure 5 compares computed BFP intensity patterns for a
bare glass interface with a dipole at z0=50 nm and orientation
�p=	 /3, and �p=0 �top� or 	 �bottom�. Patterns for dipole
orientation �p have a reflection symmetry axis along a line at
�=�p; hence, we can compare patterns with a half-plane rep-
resentation. All patterns show an intense circular band where
critical angle light intersects the BFP �arrows�. Light falling
outside the band is SAF, and light falling within the band is
UAF. Figure 5�a� shows the intensity pattern without the AP.
The two dipoles ��p=	/3 and �p=0 or 	� are subtly distin-
guished in the pattern mainly with UAF intensity near the
equatorial �horizontal line bisecting the circular pattern�. Fig-
ures 5�b� and 5�c� show the BFP patterns after analyzing po-
May/June 2009 � Vol. 14�3�4
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arizer �AP� insertion for active axis at two perpendicular di-
ections indicated by the white arrows in the right bottom
orners. The patterns distinguish the �p=0 or 	 dipoles in
oth SAF and UAF intensity but SAF is the more character-
stic indicator of dipole orientation.

The panels demonstrate that an important degeneracy in
ipole moment orientation is lifted by BFP imaging. In con-
entional microscope fluorescence polarization, the dipole
rientations ��p ,�p�, ��p ,	+�p�, and �	-�p ,	+�p� will
roduce equal intensities. The high-NA objective collects Car-
esian dipole component products �x�y, �x�z, and �y�z in
ddition to the usual products �x

2 and �y
2 collected at low NA.

he BFP pattern shows the functional dependence on �. The
ombination �high NA and � dependence in the BFP pattern�
emoves the ��p ,�p�, ��p ,	+�p� degeneracy, but ��p ,�p�,
	-�p ,	+�p� degeneracy remains. Conventional object im-
ging microscopy sums intensity uniformly over � reducing
o zero weights for the �x�y, �x�z, and �y�z products
hereby removing their contribution from detected intensity.
igure 4 shows the position of the mask within the micro-
cope, which can be configured to nonuniformly sample con-
ributions from different �’s reinstating �x�y, �x�z, and

y�z sensitivity in the total detected intensity. Figure 6 shows
ngle � and BFP subdivision into four quadrants. Emitted
ight propagates toward the viewer and the excitation TIR
aser beam propagates into the page. Emitted light is blocked
rom propagating beyond the BFP in the shaded region. The
resence of the mask removes the ��p ,�p�, ��p ,	+�p� de-
eneracy. With the mask from Fig. 6, collected intensities for
he system depicted in Fig. 5�a� with ��p ,�p�= �	 /3,0� and
	 /3,	� have relative values of 1 and 0.6, respectively. Un-
er the same circumstances, the intensity ratio for the systems
epicted in Figs. 5�b� and 5�c� 	the intensity collected in Fig.
�b� divided by the intensity collected in Fig. 5�c�
 is 1 and
.3 for �� ,� �= �	 /3,0� and �	 /3,	�, respectively.

A B CA B C

x

ig. 5 Computed BFP intensity patterns for a bare glass interface for
ipoles at z0=50 nm and orientation �p=	 /3, and �p=0 �top�, or 	
bottom� with x-axis indicated and z-axis pointing into the page. All
atterns show an intense circular band where critical angle light in-

ersects the BFP �arrows inside ring�. Light falling outside the band is
AF, and light falling within the band is UAF. �A� shows the intensity
attern without the AP. Dipoles with +x��p=0� and −x��p=	� com-
onents �and with �p=	 /3� are distinguished in the pattern mainly
ith UAF intensity near the equatorial �horizontal line bisecting the
ircular pattern�. �B, C� show the BFP patterns after analyzing polar-
zer �AP� insertion for active axis at two perpendicular directions in-
icated by the white arrows in the right bottom corners. The patterns
istinguish dipoles equivalent except for the +x��p=0� and −x��p
	� components in both SAF and UAF intensity. BFP patterns in �A�
nd �B� differ at 10:30 and 4:30 o’clock where �A� is brighter in the
AF and SAF regions.
p p

ournal of Biomedical Optics 034036-
3.2 Quantitative BFP Pattern Modeling

Small aggregates of fluorescent nanospheres were adsorbed
onto Al-coated or bare glass coverslips then illuminated under
TIR. Figure 7�a� compares experimental �top half� and com-
puted �bottom half� BFP patterns for the nanospheres near the
Al-coated interface. The inner ring appears at �c �inner arrow,
bottom left� position and the outer ring at the �spr position
�outer arrow bottom left�.

Figure 7�b� compares experimental and computed patterns
showing good alignment of peaks. The parameters needed in
the fitting are the dielectric constants for water, glass, and
aluminum; the thickness of the metal film d; the distance of
the dipole from the interface z0; and the orientation of the
dipole ��p ,�p�. The dipole orientation was assumed to be
perpendicular to the interface ��p=0� due to the apparent cy-
lindrical symmetry of the rings. We did not investigate other
polar angles with cylindrical symmetry imposed by averaging
over �p. Dielectric constants were taken from Ref. 5 while
parameters d and z0 were varied to find a suitable fit.

We find that fitted d�23 nm falls within the experimen-
tally determined Al-film depth of 20–30 nm. Fitted dipole
position z0�454 nm is beyond the expected penetration
depth of the TIR evanescent field of �100 nm. The discrep-
ancy suggests that the nanosphere aggregate frustrates TIR of
the incident beam to propagate excitation into the aggregate.

Figure 8 compares experimental �top half� and computed
�bottom half� BFP patterns for the nanospheres aggregate near
a bare glass interface. The broad bright ring begins at the
critical angle position but continues into the SAF region, in-
dicating probes are emitting very near to the interface. The
faint ring patterns seen in the UAF region not reproduced in
simulation are probably caused by diffraction of scattered ex-
citation laser light contaminating the image from fluores-
cence. The same uneven background effect probably produces
the faint dark band in the outermost SAF region also not
reproduced in simulation. The experimental BFP emission
pattern is heterogeneous in � and slightly more intense at the
meridian �vertical line bisecting the circular pattern� than at

y

x

2Q

3Q
TIR
laser

BFP

φ

4Q

⊗

1Q

Fig. 6 Variable � and the BFP subdivided into four quadrants of the xy
plane. Emitted light propagates toward the viewer and the excitation
TIR laser beam propagates into the page. Emitted light is blocked from
propagating beyond the BFP in the shaded region.
May/June 2009 � Vol. 14�3�5
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he equatorial line and qualitatively similar to the computed
attern where ��p ,�p�= �	 /3,	� and z0=0 nm.

Figure 9�a� shows a HCRLC-PAGFP exchanged muscle
ber in rigor at a bare glass interface and under TIR illumi-
ation. Emission is dominated by a single photoactivated
AGFP. Background light is from many unphotoactivated
CRLC-PAGFPs in the fiber emitting at �1% the efficiency
f the photoactivated molecule with 488-nm excitation. The
xciting TIR laser aperture is closed down �Fig. 1� to mini-
ize the area illuminated around the photoactivated molecule.
urther reduction in aperture size unacceptably reduced fluo-
escence intensity from the photoactivated single molecule.
he single dominant photoactivated HCRLC-PAGFP was po-
itioned at the center of the microscope field of view and at
he lower edge of the illuminated region such that the majority
f background emission originated from the top portion of the
eld of view.

The right side of Fig. 9�b� shows the BFP image from Fig.
�a�. The left side of Fig. 9�b� shows the simulated BFP image

A

ig. 7 �A� contains experimental �top half� and computed �bottom ha
ppears at the critical angle, �c, position �inner arrow� and the outer r
ompares equivalent projections of the experimental and computed p

ig. 8 Experimental �top half� and computed �bottom half� BFP pat-
erns for the nanospheres aggregates near a bare glass interface. The
road bright ring starts at the critical angle, �c, and continues into the
AF region indicating probes are emitting very near to the interface.
he computed pattern uses �� ,� �= �	 /3 ,	� and z =0.
p p 0

ournal of Biomedical Optics 034036-
from two objects, one at the center and another translated
upward from center of the field of view. An object translated
laterally produces a laterally translated BFP image at SP. The
object translated upward produces the simulated light ring
translated downward in correspondence with the broader ob-

B

patterns for nanospheres near the Al-coated interface. The inner ring
the surface plasmon resonance angle, �spr, position �outer arrow�. �B�
. The computed pattern uses the parameters indicated in �B�.

Fig. 9 �A� A HCRLC-PAGFP exchanged muscle fiber in rigor at a bare
glass interface and under TIR illumination. The single dominant pho-
toactivated HCRLC-PAGFP is at the center of the microscope field of
view and at the lower edge of the illuminated region. �B� The BFP
image from �A� and simulated BFP image from an object at the center
plus an object translated upward from center of the field of view �right
and left hemicircles, respectively�. The single dominant photoacti-
vated HCRLC-PAGFP emission in the fiber image maps to the cen-
tered ring at the outer edge of the BFP pattern. Background in the fiber
image maps to the downward translated broad BFP ring pattern.
lf� BFP
ing at
atterns
May/June 2009 � Vol. 14�3�6
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erved light ring at the BFP. In the fiber image, background is
entered upward from the single molecule source but is dis-
ributed over the whole illuminated region producing the
ranslated and diffuse light ring in the BFP image. Simulating
he distributed background sources over the whole illuminated
egion is prohibitively computer time consuming and was not
ttempted.

The object at the center of the field produces the centered
imulated light ring in correspondence with the centered ob-
erved light ring in the BFP image. The translated background
FP image allows observation of the centered object over
bout half of the BFP image. The single-molecule source BFP
mage diminishes at the equator, indicating an oriented single

olecule. The simulated ring is identical to that in the lower
art of Fig. 5�a�, where ��p ,�p�= �	 /3,	� and z0=50 nm.

Discussion
ingle fluorescent probe dipole orientation is recognized by

ts two-dimensional emission pattern at the BFP of a high-NA
icroscope objective.3 For the system depicted in Fig. 3 with

ipole excited by TIR light, the BFP fluorescence emission
attern has intensity concentrated at the critical angle for the
are glass interface �Fig. 5� and at the critical angle and sur-
ace plasmon resonance angle for the thin-metal-film–coated
lass interface 	Fig. 7�a�
. These distinctive patterns show that
substantial portion of light transmitted into the glass side of

he interface is SAF for the bare glass interface and essentially
ll transmitted emission is SAF and collected into a cone at

spr��c in the presence of the thin metal film. Selecting the
bjective NA large enough to collect this light is essential for
aximizing emitted signal collection efficiency.4 The �spr de-

ends on the dielectric constant of the metal film, providing
n adjustable parameter to facilitate collection of emitted
ight. As pointed out by Mattheyses and Axelrod, the �spr for
n Al film is suited for use with the NA=1.45 TIRF
bjective.4

The BFP pattern from isolated and immobilized single
robes determined emitter dipole orientation with good
ccuracy3 when compared to alternative emission methods
uch as defocused orientation imaging12,13 and other polariza-
ion analysis procedures.12 The BFP patterns distinguish in
rincipal all dipole orientation changes aside from the degen-
racy ��p ,�p�→ �	−�p ,	+�p� when the dipole is inverted
hrough the origin. The BFP intensity pattern thus contains
ipole orientation information missing from conventional spot
ntensity fluorescence polarization microscopy. Figure
�a�–5�c� demonstrate the effect by indicating the ability to
istinguish �p and 	+�p dipole orientations that are degen-
rate in conventional microscopy. The degeneracy is lifted
ecause Cartesian dipole component cross products �x�y,

x�z, and �y�z, �where �x=sin �p cos �p, �y =sin �p sin �p,
nd �z=cos �p� are detected �in addition to the usual products

x
2 and �y

2� with the high-NA objective and the BFP intensity
irectly shows their effect on the emission pattern. In conven-
ional fluorescence microscopy, the cross products are de-
ected, but this information is lost when the collected intensity
s uniformly summed over �. Without BFP pattern informa-
ion, lost information is recoverable using the mask shown in
igs. 4 and 6. The mask nonuniformly weights contributions
ournal of Biomedical Optics 034036-
from different �’s recovering �x�y, �x�z, and �y�z sensitiv-
ity in the detected intensity.

In muscle, myosin is the actin-dependent molecular motor
driving sarcomeric shortening and muscle contraction by
transducing chemical free energy from MgATP hydrolysis
into directed movement.14,15 The MgATP hydrolysis is
coupled to a series of conformational changes in myosin re-
sulting in the myosin lever arm rotation to impel actin against
resistive force.15 A GFP-tagged myosin light chain �MLC-
GFP� was exchanged with the native light chain on the lever
arm to fluorescent label the myosin lever arm in a muscle
fiber. The MLC-GFP rigidly attaches to the lever arm to detect
its rotation with fluorescence polarization.1

In the fiber, myosin concentration reaches
120–300 �M,16,17 implying myosin is crowded and compli-
cating isolation of individual molecules for single-molecule
measurements. Recently, photoactivatable GFP-tagged MLC
�MLC-PAGFP� was introduced to the fiber.2 Sparse photoac-
tivation of the PAGFP permitted detection of single-lever-arm
orientation in the myosin dense muscle fiber. A persistent dif-
ficulty in interpreting fluorescence from the single photoacti-
vated MLC-PAGFP–tagged myosin is background light from
many unphotoactivated MLC-PAGFPs in the fiber emitting at
�1% the efficiency of the photoactivated molecule. Figure
9�a� shows a single photoactivated MLC-PAGFP on myosin
in the muscle fiber. Laser TIR illumination is nominally uni-
form in the lateral dimension of object space out to the edge
formed by the illumination aperture �Fig. 1�, where it drops
off rapidly. We reduced background light reaching the BFP by
minimizing the overall illuminated region and spatially iso-
lated most of the background light in the BFP pattern by
placing the single photoactivated molecule at the center of the
viewing field but at the edge of the illuminated region. This
arrangement led to the BFP pattern shown in Fig. 9�b�, where
the single-molecule pattern is translated from much of the
background light BFP pattern. Total background light is larger
than the single-molecule light; nonetheless, about half of the
single-molecule BFP pattern is recognized. More background
reduction is needed to make the approach quantitative. Intro-
duction of an Al-film at the interface is one proven back-
ground reducing approach we are pursuing.18 Alternatively,
the single-molecule image of Fig. 9�a� separates background
from signal. The single-molecule image analyzed by standard
spot intensity fluorescence polarization, whereas using the
emission mask from Fig. 6 will characterize dipole orientation
at the resolution level of the BFP pattern albeit without the
convenience of recognizing orientation by inspection.

Dipolar fluorescence emission characteristics in homoge-
neous space are variously affected when the dipole emits near
an interface. The effects are caused by interference of incident
and reflected emission on the dipole side of the interface, by
conversion of the dipole near field into propagating light
across the interface, and by normalization of the dipole emis-
sion with the total dissipated power. Fluorescence lifetime,
radiated power,5,19,20 and the radiated power angular distribu-
tion are all affected by the interface.5,21,22 The power-
normalized dipole emission gave the corrected radiated power
angular distribution5 and lead to the dramatic observation of
metal-film quenching of chromophores within a few nanom-
eters of the metal surface.18,23 The effect of near field on
power-normalized emission transmitted into the denser me-
May/June 2009 � Vol. 14�3�7
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ium for the dielectric �bare� interface, especially when a
etal film coats the dielectric, has been transformative in

pectroscopy and microscopy. Surface plasmon-coupled emis-
ion �SPCE� occurs when a fluorophore is near a metal-coated
ielectric interface and causes emission, transmitting the in-
erface to be uniquely polarized and condensed into a narrow
one of light.24 TIR illumination of the metal-coated interface
roduces evanescent excitation light due to the SPR effect in
he metal.25 SPR excitation and SPCE together minimize the
etection volume and enhance emitted light collection effi-
iency, both critical in single-molecule isolation and
etection.18,26 BFP pattern imaging in a microscope gives the
pportunity to distinguish the various emission modes �UAF,
AF/SPCE�, because all are spatially separated in the pattern.
he BFP pattern imaging is also consistent with all excitation
odes, including TIR and SPR.

Conclusions
e have shown that, through the objective, TIR excitation

nd BFP pattern imaging give interpretable results related to
uorescent dipole orientation and distance from the interface.
heoretical consideration of this system has led to identifica-

ion of the specific emission characteristics that remove a sig-
ificant dipole orientation degeneracy found in standard mi-
roscope fluorescence polarization measurements. The
egeneracy is lifted by inspection of the BFP pattern but can
lso be removed in a standard microscope by the introduction
f a BFP mask that partially blocks some of the emitted light.
he BFP pattern from single photoactivated PAGFP-tagged
yosin in a muscle fiber was observed despite the large back-

round light from the highly concentrated myosin tagged with
nphotoactivated PAGFP. This was accomplished by moving
he pattern imaging plane to a nontelecentric plane, where the
ulk of the background intensity is translated at a distance
elated nonlinearly to its lateral distance from the single-
olecule object.
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